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RECENT DEVELOPMENT 
Transborder Data Flows: International Privacy 
Protection and the Free Flow of Infonnation 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The protection of individual privacy is becoming increasingly important to 
citizens of all nations. The growing use of transborder data flows l which contain 
information about individuals has created a fear that organizations which utilize 
transborder data flow will violate individual privacy. Commentators from many 
nations believe that technological advances have outstripped the capacity of 
national legal systems to adapt to the task of regulating the almost instantaneous 
transfer of digital information across national borders.2 
Transborder data flows manifest themselves in several forms. They involve 
financial transactions, such as the posting of credits and debits, and actual 
transfers of money.3 Data flows also consist of operational business data that 
support organizational decisions or that sustain administrative functions. 4 How-
ever, the transborder d~ta flows pertinent to privacy protection are those trans-
actions which contain personally identifiable information,5 such as credit ratings, 
criminal records, employment re<;ords, medical histories and mere lists of names. 
Personally identifiable information appears in both business and financial data 
flows. 
1. "Transborder data Rows are units of information coded electronically for processing by one or 
more digital computers which transfer or process the information in more than one nation state." 
Novotny, Transboroer Data Flows and International Law: A Framework for Policy Oriented Inquiry, 16 STAN. J. 
INTL L 141, 143 (1980) [hereinafter cited as Novotny]. 
2. The drafters of the Council of Europe Treaty, infra note 23, believed that privacy laws in Europe 
did not adequately deal with the problems raised by automatic data processing. 
The established legal systems of the member states are not entirely devoid of rules which can 
help to accomplish these aims. The rules have been on privacy, tort, secrecy or confidentiality 
of sensitive information, etc. However, there is a lack of general rules on the storage and use of 
personal information and in particular, on the question of how individuals can be enabled to 
exercise control over information relating to themselves which is collected and used by others. 
Draft Explanatory Report on the Draft Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to 
Automated Processing of Personal Data, COE Doc. CJ-CD (30) I, Addendum Gan. 1980), reprinted in 19 
I.L.M. 299 (1980) [hereinafter cited as Draft Explanatory Report]. 
3. Novotny, supra note I, at 157. 
4. Id. at 156. 
5. Id. at 157. 
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The possibility of misuse of personal data flows has led to the enactment of 
data protection legislation throughout Europe.6 Austria,7 Denmark,8 France,9 
Germany,1o Luxembourg,ll Norway12 and Sweden13 recently have enacted data 
protection legislation. Several of these data protection laws contain specific 
transborder data flow provisions.14 Through this strict regulation of personal 
data flows, the European countries seek to ensure that persons with access to 
data information will be accountable to the individual whose privacy is 
threatened. The European nations, which have enacted national data protection 
legislation, also believe that the potential for abuse of personal information by 
private sector organizations, such as banks, insurance companies and employers, 
is equally as great as the potential for abuse by a government agency. Therefore, 
these statutes are applicable to both the private and public sector.15 
While these European countries have attempted to deal with the data protec-
tion problem by adopting an omnibus approach,16 the United States has applied 
a sector-by-sector approachY U.S. law includes no statute analogous to those 
European acts which specifically regulate data flow. Rather, Congress has con-
sidered a number of proposals concerning individual privacy, the major bill 
being the Privacy Act of 1974.18 Although the Privacy Act applies to only the 
public sector, the American public, like its European counterpart, has recog-
nized the potential for abuse of personal information by the private sector. 19 In 
6. "Initially many experts, particularly those in Britain and Germany, thought that voluntary self-
regulation by members of the data processing profession and data users would be sufficient, but they 
soon came to the conclusion that only a system involving external control would offer sufficient 
safeguards:' Hondius, Data Law in Europe, 16 STAN. J. INT'L L. 87,95 (1980) [hereinafter cited as 
Hondius]. 
7. Federal Act of 18th Oct., 1978 on The Protection of Personal Data. 
8. Public Authorities Registers Act No. 194 (1978); Private Registers Etc. Act, No. 293 (1978). 
9. Law No. 78-17 of Jan. 6, 1978, Concerning Data Processing, Files and liberties. 
10. Federal Data Protection Law - Bundesdatenshutzgesetz (BDSG) of Jan. 27, 1977. 
11. Law Governing the Use of Name-linked Data in Data Processing, Dor. ParI., No. 2131 (1979). 
12. Act of 9th June, 1978 Relating to Personal Data Registers. 
13. The Swedish Data Bank Statute of May 11, 1973. 
14. There are specific transborder data flow provisions in the data protection laws of Austria, 
Denmark, France, Luxembourg, Norway and Sweden. Turn, Privacy Protection and Security in Transna-
tional Data Processing Systems, 16 STAN. J. INT'L L. 67, 72 (1980) [hereinafter cited as Turn]. 
15. Hondius, supra note 6, at 95. 
16. The European nations that have enacted data protection legislation have rejected a sector-by-
sector approach. They have developed an omnibus approach which regulates both the pablic and 
private sectors. 
[I]t may be very difficult to classify a particular data system. Moreover, virtually every sector 
can argue that it should remain outside the general legislation, as actually happened during 
debates on proposed data protection laws in many European countries. As a rule, it is more 
effective to make general legislation applicable to all information systems storing personal 
information, with the possibility of some modification for specific records. 
Hondius, supra note 6, at 98. 
17. The United States regulates personal data flow in only the public sector, primarily through the 
Privacy Act of 1974, 1 U.S.C. § 552a (1976). 
18. 1 U.S.C. § 552a. 
19. For example, the Supreme Court held in United States v. M.:ller, 425 U.S. 435 (1976), that 
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response to public reaction, Congress enacted the Right to Financial Privacy Act 
of 1978,20 which provides a limited protection for bank records. The Financial 
Privacy Act requires that, in most cases, the government give an individual notcie 
of its intent and reasons for requesting access to that individual's bank reports 
before it may gain such access.21 While this Act affords individuals some privacy 
regarding their financial records, its narrow scope limits the scope of protection 
guaranteed by its application. 
Different approaches to, and different levels of, data protection are at the very 
root of transborder dataflow problems. The com peting priorities of free flow of 
information and personal privacy protection have led to an impasse, which 
demonstrates the need for an international agreement. Countries with strict data 
protection laws fear that if personal data is allowed to enter other countries 
which do not provide the same level of protection, their domestic data protection 
law may be circumvented by the transborder flow. In order to guarantee a 
uniform standard of protection, these nations advocate an international agree-
ment on data protection.22 
Currently, two international agreements that address the protection of privacy 
and transborder flows of personal data are the proposed Treaty of the Council 
of Europe (COE Treaty)23 and the proposed Guidelines of the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD Guidelines).24 Although both 
individuals could not legitimately expect banks to treat their personal data confidentially and therefore 
could not oppose governmental efforts to acquire their records. 
20. Pub. L. No. 95-630 §§ llOO-1l22, 92 Stat. 3697 (1978). 
21. Fishman, Introduction to Transborder Data Fwws, 16 STAN. J. INT'L L. 18 (1980). 
22. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, para. 9. 
23. Council of Europe: Convention for the Protection of Individuals with Regard to Automatic 
Processing of Personal Data, Jan. 28, 1981, Europ. T.S. No. 108, refrrinted in 20 I.L.M. 317 (1981) 
[hereinafter cited as Council of Europe]. 
The Council of Europe was created in 1948. Currently twenty-one European states comprise the 
Council of Europe, which accepts the principles of the rule oflaw and e,yoyment by all persons within 
(their) jurisdiction of human rights and fundamental freedoms. The Statute of the Council set up two 
major organs for the Council of Europe: (1) an intergovernmental Committee of [Foreign] Ministers 
with powers of decision and recommendations of governments; (2) the Parliamentary Assembly, which 
is an inter-parliamentary deliberative body. Article 1 of the Statute states that the Council's aim is "to 
achieve a greater unity between its members for the purpose of safeguarding and realising the ideals 
and principles which are their common heritage and facilitating their economic and social progress." 
R. PAXTON, THE STATESMAN'S YEAR BoOK 1981-1982, at 43-44 (1982) [hereinafter cited as PAXTON]. 
24. Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development: Guidelines Governing the Protec-
tion of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data, Sept. 23, 1980, OECD Doc. c (80) 58 (Final) 
(Oct. 1980), refrrinted in 20 I.L.M. 422 (1981) [hereinafter cited as Guidelines]. 
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) was created on September 
30, 1961, replacing the Organization for European Economic Co-operation. The avowed objective of 
the OECD is to "promote economic and social welfare throughout the OECD area by assisting its 
member governments in the formulation of policies designed to this end and by co-ordinating these 
policies, and to stimulate and harmonize its members' efforts in favour of developing nations." PAXTON, 
supra,note 23, at 38-39. The change of title reflected the Organization's change of status from a strictly 
European organization, to a worldwide organization which includes Australia, Canada, Iceland, Japan, 
New Zealand, Turkey and the United States, as well as sixteen European nations. The supreme body of 
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the COE Treaty and the OECD Guidelines are results of multilateral negotia-
tions, the two agreements differ in their approaches to the regulation of data 
subjects, the types of recording systems and the manner in which exceptions may 
be granted to the coverage.25 This Comment attempts to discern which interna-
tional agreement would be the most acceptable to the greatest number of na-
tions, thereby ensuring wide-scale implementation. This wide-scale implementa-
tion is the only means of assuring the effectiveness of such a transnational 
agreement. 
Common data protection principles underlie the national data protection 
legislation and the two proposed international agreements. The author analyzes 
these various principles by examining pertinent provisions of national data 
protection legislation and the two international agreements. The weight which 
these agreements afford to these principles is important because an agreement's 
emphasis on certain principles may determine whether a nation would adopt 
that agreement. This Comment initially focuses on both the COE Treaty's and 
the OECD Guidelines' treatment of transborder data flows, where competing 
goals of individual privacy protection and the free flow of information are in 
sharpest conflict. The discussion then explores the U.S. acceptance of the COE 
Treaty and the OECD Guidelines and analyzes the data subjects covered by each 
proposal. Finally, the author concludes with an examination of the future of 
international data protection. 
II. DATA PROTECTION 
A. Competing Goals of Data Protection 
Underlying the concept of data protection are two competing and often 
conflicting goals: the protection of the privacy of the individllaJ26 and the 
fostering of the free flow of information.27 A key element of personal privacy is 
the maintenance of confidentiality. Because confidentiality requires minimum 
disclosure of personal information, it impedes the free flow of information. An 
increase in the number of restrictions placed on the disclosure of information on 
an international level to protect personal privacy would lead to worldwide 
restraint of the free flow of information. Therefore, s(~eking an optimal balance 
between privacy protection and the free flow of information, the drafters of data 
protection legislation must consider several factors: (1) whether any transborder 
data flow provisions exist; (2) whether these provisions are binding; (3) the 
the organization is the Council, which is composed of one representative from each member country. 
An Executive Committee and over 200 specialized committees assists the Council. /d. 
25. See § II. C. 2, C.3 and C. 4 infra. 
26. Council of Europe, supra note 23, Preamble; Guidelines. supra note 24. Recommendation of 
Council. 
27. Council of Europe. supra note 23. Preamble; Guidelines. supra note 24. Recommendation of 
Council. 
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severity of the penalties for violating the provisions; and (4) the types of data 
subjects which are covered by the data protection. 
B. The Common Principles of Data Protection 
Although national legislators have different cultural, social and legal back-
grounds, they nevertheless agree that certain basic principles should govern data 
protection legislation.28 As noted by Justice Kirby29 of the Australian Supreme 
Court, who has studied the data protection legislation of several nations, ten 
principles recur in much of the national data protection legislation.30 These 
principles are the social justification principle,31 the collection limitation princi-
ple,32 the information quality principle,33 the purpose specification principle,34 
the disclosure limitation principle,35 the security safeguard principle,36 the 
openness principle,37 the time limitation principle,38 the accountability princi-
ple39 and the individual participation principle.40 Provisions in European data 
protection legislation and in the U.S. Privacy Act illustrate these principles. 
1. The Social Justification Principle 
The social justification principle states that both the purposes and uses for the 
collection of personal data must be socially acceptable.41 However, national data 
protection statutes have different standards for determining what is socially 
acceptable. For example, the French Data Protection Act prohibits the storage of 
nominative data42 that will directly or indirectly show the racial origins or 
political, philosophical or religious opinions of persons. 43 The Act also prohibits 
28. Kirby, Transbqrtkr Data Flows and TIu! "Basic Rules" of Data Privacy, 16 STAN. J. INT'L L. 27 (1980) 
[hereinafter cited as Kirby]. 
29. Justice Kirby is also Chairman of the OECD Expert Group on Transborder Data Barriers and the 
Protection of Privacy and was an observer on the Committee of Experts on Data Protection for the 
Council of Europe. [d. 
30. These principles of data protection are described in id. at 27. See § II. B. 1-10 infra. 
31. Kirby, supra note 28, at 47. 
32. [d. at 48. 
33. [d. at 52. 
34. [d. at 53. 
35. [d. at 54. 
36. [d. at 56. 
37. [d. at 57. 
38. [d. at 59. 
39. [d. at 60. 
40. [d. at 62. 
41. "Socially acceptable" is a term whose meaning varies with the culture and norms of individual 
states. [d. at 47. 
42. See generally Law. No. 78-17 of Jan. 6, 1978, Concerning Data Processing, Files, and Liberties 
[hereinafter cited as Data Processing, Files and Liberties]. A copy of this statute is obtainable through 
U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of Telecommunications, Selected Foreign Data Protection Laws and 
Bills, OT Special Publication 78-19, 43 (Mar., 1978). Nominative data are data that refer to a person 
by name. [d. art. 4. 
43. [d. art. 31. 
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the storage of nominative data that indicate the trade union membership of a 
person. 44 This data protection provision is unique to French law45 and demon-
strates the importance,of privacy of information regarding trade union member-
ship in the French culture. 
Swedish data protection legislation similarly applies the social justification 
principle. The Swedish Data Act outlines those types of personal data which, by 
Swedish standards, are socially sensitive.46 Section 4 of the Act prohibits the 
keeping of personal data in such areas as child welfare violations, treatment of 
drunkenness, psychiatric treatment, health and social welfare assistance and 
political and religious views. 47 
2. The Collection Limitation Principle 
Another principle under data protection legislation is the collection limitation 
principle, which restricts the collection of personal data to the minimum neces-
sary to effectuate the purpose of the data collector. Data collectors should not 
obtain personal information by unlawful or unfair means. Instead, they should 
obtain data by legal means or with the knowledge or consent of the data subject.48 
In applying this principle, the French data protection law prohibits the gather-
ing of nominative data by any fraudulent, unfair or illicit means. 49 In addition, 
data collectors must inform their subjects whether the provision of this nomina-
tive data is mandatory or optiona1.50 In contrast, under Germany's Federal Data 
Protection Law,51 the application of the collection limitation principle depends 
on whether the regulated party is a government agency, government-controlled 
business, a private party processing data or a private party processing data on 
behalf of others.52 If the regulated party is a government agency or a 
government-controlled business, German law allows the storage of data only if 
the agency or business requires the data for the lawful discharge of duties 
coming within the competence ofthe storing agency.53 However, if the regulated 
party is a private party that processes data commercially, the law permits the 
44. [d. 
45. No other national d~ta protection law has a similar provision. 
46. The Swedish Data Bank Statute of May II, 1973, para. 4 [hereinafter cited as Swedish Data Bank 
Statute]. A copy of this statute is obtainable through U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of Telecommuni-
cations, Selected Foreign Data Protection Laws and Bills, OT Special Publication 78-19, 65 (Mar. 1978). 
47. !d. 
48. Kirby, supra note 28, at 48. 
49. Data Processing, Files, and Liberties art. 25. 
50. !d. art. 27. 
51. Federal Data Protection Law - EDSG of Jan. 27, 1977, § 9 [hereinafter cited as Federal Data 
Protection Law]. A copy of this statute is obtainable through the U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Office of 
Telecommunications, Selected Foreign Data Protection Laws and Bills, OT Special Publication 78-19, 3 
(Mar., 1978). Lawful discharge of duties refers to any actions by the storing agency which are within its 
legal competence. 
52. ORDMANN & ScHOMESUS, BUNDEsDATENSCHUTZGESETZ 107-08 0978}. 
53. !d. 
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storage of personal data if that storage would not impair substantial privacy 
interests of the concerned party. 54 This distinction between public and private 
parties demonstrates the desire of the drafters of the German law to keep the 
government use of personal data within strict guidelines. The drafters recognize 
the greater potential for abuse of personal data in the public sector. 
3. The Information Quality Principle 
The information quality principle states that personal data should be accurate, 
complete and up-to-date.55 Several nations, including Germany, Sweden and 
the United States, having incorporated this principle in their data protection 
provisions. 
Section 1 of the Swedish Data Protection Act56 requires the registrar-
accountable57 to undertake all actions necessary to com plete a register of persons 
if information about any person is incomplete in regard to the purpose of the 
register. The registrar-accountable must also complete a register if there is no 
information about a person and if there is an expectation that this person would 
be in the register.58 The U.S. Privacy Act59 also requires that all federal agencies 
maintain records which are accurate, relevant, timely and complete for agency 
purposes.60 A record on an individual is complete ifit includes enough informa-
tion on an individual so that an agency can make a fair determination about that 
indi vid ual. 61 
The German provisions for data quality are more comprehensive than provi-
sions in analogous data protection laws. Under Sections 14, 27 and 35 of the 
German law the data collector must impede the disclosure of incorrect personal 
data. The collector also must block the data if the party concerned disputes the 
correctness of the data and if the collector cannot establish whether the data are 
correct or incorrect.62 This "blocking" procedure requires that the data be put to 
no further use or transmittal. 63 The data collector may also delete the personal 
data if the storing agency no longer requires the data for the lawful discharge of 
54. Federal Data Protection Law § 32. 
55. Kirby, supra note 28, at 52. 
56. See Swedish Data Bank Statute. 
57. A registrar accountable is "anyone in whose behalf the register is maintained, provided he also 
has control over the register." [d. § 1. For example, an owner of a company which uses data processing 
services of a data processing company would not have control of the file. The data processing company 
would be the registrar accountable. 
58. [d. § 9. For example, a person registered to vote in a certain political party would certainly expect 
to be in the register containing such information. 
59. 1 U.S.C. § 552a. 
60. 1 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(5). 
61. [d. 
62. Federal Data Protection Law §§ 14, 27, 35. 
63. [d. 
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its duties or if the personal data are no longer relevant to the purposes of storage 
in the private sector.64 
4. The Purpose Specification Principle 
The purpose specification principle embodies the concept that the data collec-
tor must inform the data subject of his intended use of the data before collecting 
them. The collector must limit subsequent use of the personal data to these 
stated purposes or to purposes which are compatible with the stated purposes.65 
Furthermore, the data collector should specify each change of purpose. 66 This 
principle also protects an individual's privacy by ensuring that the data subject is 
aware of the purpose for which he provides information. Therefore, the princi-
ple assures an individual that a data collecting agency will not use personal data 
for a different purpose of which the individual is unaware. 
The German data protection law67 implements the purpose specification prin-
ciple by providing that a storing agency may delete from its data banks personal 
data which are no longer required by the storing agency in order for it to 
lawfully discharge its duties.68 Likewise, a private party that processes data for 
others may delete personal data from his data bank if t.he data no longer fulfills 
the purposes of the storage.69 For example, if a company no longer has an 
individual as a customer, the company may delete information about that indi-
vidual. 
U.S. data protection law also applies the purpose specification principle. The 
Privacy Aceo requires that federal agencies inform each individual, either on the 
same form which they use to collect information, or on a separate form which the 
individual may return, about the principal purpose or purposes which the 
agencies intend for the information.71 The Privacy Act also requires that the 
individual be informed of the routine uses which may be made of the informa-
tion. 72 
5. The Disclosure Limitation Principle 
According to the disclosure limitation principle, collecting agencies should not 
disclose or make available personal data except with the consent of the data 
subject, by authority of law or pursuant to a publicly known usage of common 
64. Id. § 14. The purposes for which personal daia is stored can vary from a politician creating a 
mailing list to a person's use of personal daia in a one-time business transaction. 
65. Kirby, supra note 28, at 53. 
66. Id. 
67. See Federal Data Protection Law. 
68. !d. § 14(3). 
69. Id. §§ 27(3), 35(3). 
70. 1 U.S.C. § 552a. 
71. I U.S.C. § 552a(e)(3)(B). 
72. 1 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(3)(C). 
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and routine practices.73 Like the other principles applicable to data protection 
law, the disclosure limitation principle is evident in the data provisions of several 
nations. For example, the French data protection law outlines specific criminal 
sanctions for disclosing nominative data which could adversely affect the reputa-
tion, esteem or privacy of the data subject. 74 These sanctions apply if the data 
subject did not authorize the disclosure or if the disclosure was not authorized by 
law.75 
The U.S. Privacy Ace6 prohibits disclosure of any record held by a federal 
agency unless the individual, to whom the record pertains, requests or consents 
to the disclosure.77 However, there are several exceptions to this disclosure rule. 
Agency officers do not need an individual's consent to perform their duties. 78 
The rule requires officers to release personal records to the Bureau of Census or 
Congress.79 Finally, agency officers may release records without the individual's 
consent if a person can show that the release is necessary to alleviate circum-
stances affecting the health or safety of any individua1.80 However, outside of 
these "necessity" exceptions an individual to whom a record pertains must 
consent to disclosure of that record. 
6. The Security Safeguard Principle 
The security safeguard principle, as outlined by Justice Kirby,8! details se-
curity safeguards which are reasonable and appropriate to prevent the loss or 
destruction of data or the unauthorized access to use, modify or disclose, the 
data.82 The German data protection law has the most specific and ambitious 
security safeguards of all the national data protection legislation. In the public 
sector, the federal government. appoints a Commissioner for data protection.83 
One of the Commissioner's primary duties is to ensure the government's com-
pliance with the data protection law.84 In the private sector, any data processor 
who employs five or more persons, regardless of whether he collects the data for 
his own use or for others, must appoint a data agent.85 The German data 
73. Kirby, supra note 28, at 54. For example, a person's use of a telephone book entry is a publicly 
known common usage. /d. at 55. 
74. Data Processing, Files, and Liberties art. 43. 
75. /d. 
76. I U.S.C. § 552a. 
77. I U.S.C. § 552a(b). 
78. /d. 
79. Id. 
80. /d. 
8!. See note 29 supra. 
82. Kirby, supra note 28, at 56. 
83. Federal Data Protection Law § 19. 
84. /d. 
85. The data agent is an employee of the company. He is responsible to management to ensure 
compliance with the data protection laws. The data agent is to suffer no ill consequence as a result of 
performing his duties. See Federal Data Protection Law §§ 28(1), (3), (4) & 37. 
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protection law charges these agents with assuring the implementation of the 
law's present statutory requirements.86 The data agent accomplishes his duties 
by maintaining surveys on the type of personal data stored as well as familiariz-
ing himself with the persons engaged in processing personal data. 87 
7. The Openness Principle 
The openness principle refers to the idea that openness about the develop-
ments, policies and practices with respect to personal data is a desired goal. The 
public should have access to information concerning the policies and purposes 
behind the collection of personal data. In addition, the public must have a means 
to establish the identity and residence of the data controller.88 
French law contains the most comprehensive manifestation of the openness 
principle in a national data protection law. The French data protection law 
requires that the public have access to a list of processing operations.89 This list 
sets forth not only the law or regulatory act which authorizes the establishment 
of the operation, but also the purpose of the operation itself.90 This list also 
includes the categories of registered nominative information91 and the recipients 
entitled to receive communication of this nominative data.92 In contrast to the 
expansive application of the openness principle in France, the United States and 
Germany93 restrict the application of the openness principle to the public sec-
tor,94 thereby limiting the degree of protection in the private sector. 
8. The Time Limitation Principle 
The time limitation principle requires that personal data either be destroyed, 
stored or de-identified95 once the purpose for keeping this data has expired.96 
86. ld. 
87. ld. 
88. Kirby, supra ntoe 28, at 54. A data controller is any party under domestic law who is competent to 
decide about the contents and use of personal data regardless of whether or not such data are 
processed, collected or disseminated by that party. Guidelines, supra note 24, para. I. 
89. Data Processing, Files, and Liberties art. 22. 
90. ld. 
91. See note 42 supra. 
92. ld. 
93. Federal Data Protection Law § 19(4). 
94. We do not create a new agency to deal in the private sector as we have done in the Fed-
eral sector for two reasons. There is a consensus that we are not ready to say that is required, 
and, second, because of the history of attempts to have the Federal regulations extend to the 
private sector and the resistance to that, we did not feel this was a politically sensible step. 
U.S. PRIVACY PROTECTION STUDY COMMISSION, PERSONAL PRIVACY IN AN INFORMATION SOCIETY, THE 
REpORT OF THE PRIVACY PROTECTION STUDY COMMISSION 17 Uuly, 1977) [hereinafter cited as PRIVACY 
PROTECTION STUDY). 
95. De-identified data is data that will not be able to be linked with the person the data originally 
concerned. 
96. Kirby, supra note 28, at 59. 
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The national data protection laws of all nations incorporate the time limitation 
principle. However, the scope of the protection of various time limitation princi-
ple provisions varies greatly. 
The Swedish Data Act97 applies the time limitation principle to personal data 
systems which the Data Inspection Board grants for extraordinary reasons.98 
Under this Act, the Data Inspection Board must grant permission for the 
establishment of all registers of persons. A data collector who wants to establish a 
register of persons which includes personal information, which the social jus-
tification principle provision prohibits, must prove that extraordinary reasons 
exist.99 In addition, the Act limits the duration of permits for personal data 
systems for which the basis is the existence of extraordinary reasons. IOO In 
contrast to this limited provision, the French law imposes a time limit on the 
storage of all nominative data from the beginning of the data register's exis-
tence. IOI The law provides that data collectors may not keep the information in 
nominative form beyond the duration specified in the original request for the 
establishment of the data bank.lo2 
9. The Accountability Principle 
Under the accountability principle, an identifiable data controller must be 
accountable by law for giving effect to the various principles enacted. loa The 
German data protection law contains provisions which reflect the most specific 
accountability principle of all national data protection legislation. lo4 This law 
prohibits persons engaged in data processing in both the public and private 
sectors from processing, disclosing, making available or utilizing protected per-
sonal data for purposes other than that which is appropriate under law to 
discharge their respective duties. lo5 For example, it would be inappropriate for a 
data processor to release medical information concerning an individual to any 
other individual except a physician, who would use that information to help that 
individual. The law pledges these persons not to violate their duties, and their 
pledge will continue to have legal effect after the termination of their func-
tions. lo6 Thus, a data processor who obtains information about an individual 
cannot release this information if the individual is no longer a client of the data 
processor. 
97. See Swedish Data Bank Statute. 
98. [d. 
99. [d. § 4. 
100. [d. § 5. 
101. Data Processing. Files, and Liberties art. 28. 
102. !d. 
103. Kirby, supra note 28, at 60. 
104. Federal Data Protection Law § 5(2). 
105. !d. 
106. [d. 
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10. The Individual Participation Principle 
The final and most important principle for individual privacy protection is the 
individual participation principle. This principle relates to a variety of issues 
concerning data access. First, the principle embodies the right of an individual to 
obtain from a data controller confirmation as to whether or not the data control-
ler has data relating to him.lo7 Second, the individual has the right to receive this 
data in a reasonable amount of time, at a reasonable cost and in a form that is 
readily intelligible. lo8 Third, the individual has the right to challenge any data 
relating to him.lo9 If the challenge is successful, the individual has the right to 
have the data collector correct, complete, amend or, if appropriate, erase the 
data. 110 Finally, the principle requires a collector who denies an individual's 
request for information concerning himself to provide the reasons for such 
denial. I 11 
Under French law, the provision reflecting the individual participation princi-
ple entitles any person to determine whether an organization automatically 
processes personal data concerning him112 and, if so, to obtain access to the 
data. 113 The law also requires that the data be intelligible. Furthermore, the 
National Commission on Data Processing and Liberties114 sets the fee that the 
individual requesting data must pay for such information. Finally, the law 
establishes a right of completion, classification, correction, updating or erasure 
of the data.11s 
The U.S. Privacy Act116 requires that an individual be allowed to gain access to 
any information pertaining to him in an agency's record system. An individual 
may review the record and the agency may make a comprehensible copy.117 The 
Act also permits the individual to request amendment of the record.118 Within 
ten days of the individual's request, the agency must either correct the record or 
inform the individual of its refusal to do so, and provide the reasons for this 
107. Kirby, supra note 2S, at 62. 
lOS. Ill. 
109. [d. 
110. Id. 
111. [d. 
112. Data Processing, Files, and Liberties art. 34. 
113. Id. 
114. Ill. art. 35. 
115. Id. art. 36. 
116. I u.S.C. § 552a. 
117. I u.S.C. § 552a(d)(1). 
The Privacy Act is not the only law that allows an individual access to federal records. The Freedom of 
Information Act guarantees an individual right to access to a wide array of federal records including 
criminal and investigatory records. 5 U.S.C. § 552(6)(A) (1977). The Act allows access to criminal or 
investigatory records if disclosure would not interfere with enforcement proceedings, deprive a per-
son of a right to a fair trial, constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy or disclosure the identity of a 
confidential source. 5 U.S.C. § 552(c)(7). 
liS. 1 U.S.C. § 552a(d)(2). 
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refusal. 119 Finally, the Act permits the individual to request review of a refusal to 
amend the individual's record and demand that an agency complete this review 
within thirty days.12o 
III. THE COE TREATY AND THE OECD GUIDELINES 
A. The Application of the Common Principles of Data Protection 
The COE Treaty illustrates the ten common principles of data protection 
outlined by Justice Kirby; the OECD Guidelines includes eight of these princi-
ples. A comparison between the use of these principles in the OECD Guide-
lines121 and COE Treaty122 provides a convenient framework which details the 
successes and shortcomings of the COE Treaty and the OECD Guidelines. 
1. The Social Justification Principle 
Article 6 of the COE Treaty123 illustrates the social justification principle. This 
Article states: "Personal data revealing racial origin, political opinions or reli-
gious or other beliefs, as well as personal data concerning health or sexual life, 
may not be processed automatically unless domestic law provides appropriate 
safeguards. The same shall apply to personal data relating to criminal con vic-
119. [d. 
120.- [d. 
121. The OECD program on transborder data flows derives from computer utilization studies of the 
public sector in Europe which the OECD initiated in 1969. In these studies, a Group of Experts, the 
Data Bank Panel, analyzed the relationship of privacy to transborder data flows. Their efforts culmi-
nated in a Symposium in Vienna in 1977, organized for the purpose of obtaining evidence on the 
problem of transborder data flows. Early in 1978 a new group, the Group of Experts on Transborder 
Data Barriers and Privacy Protection, was organized within the OECD. The OECD instructed this 
group to develop guidelines on basic rules governing transborder data flow and the protection of 
personal data and privacy. The Expert Grou p, under the Chairmanshi p of Mr. Justice Kirby 0 f 
Australia, completed a first draft of the Guidelines inJuly, 1979. On September 23, 1980, the Council 
adopted the current Guidelines. Explanatory Memorandum of the Guidelines Governing the Protec-
tion of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data, reprinted in 20 I.L.M. 432, paras. 16-18 (1981) 
[hereinafter cited as Explanatory Memorandum). 
122. The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe addressed Recommendation 509 to the 
Committee of Ministers in 1968, asking the Committee to examine whether the domestic laws of the 
Member States and the European Human Rights Convention offered adequate personal privacy 
protection in light of recent technological developments. The study of the Committee of Ministers 
found that current European law gave insufficient privacy protection to individuals with regard to 
automated data banks. In response to this finding, the Committee of Ministers adopted two resolutions 
on data protection in 1973 and 1974. The 1973 Resolution established data protection principles for the 
private sector, and the 1974 Resolution established principles for the public sector. In 1976, the 
Committee of Ministers instructed a committee of experts on data protection of privacy in relation to 
data processing abroad and trans-frontier data processing. From November 1976 to May 1979 the 
Committee of Experts held four meetings which resolved the general philosophy and details of the 
Draft Convention. Seven European countries (Austria, Denmark, France, The Federal Republic of 
Germany, Luxemburg, Sweden and Turkey) signed, but did not ratify the final draft of the COE 
Treaty on January 28, 1981. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, paras. 4, 14, 17. 
123. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 6. 
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tions."124 The Explanatory Reportl25 of the COE Treaty emphasizes the 
nonexhaustive character of the Treaty's list of socially sensitive categories. Na-
tions may exclude additional socially sensitive categories from data processing; 
legal and sociological norms will determine the excluded categories. 126 However, 
the COE Treaty's list contains those categories which all member states deem 
socially sensitive.127 
On the other hand, the OECD Guidelines do not adopt the social justification 
principle. The Expert Group, the drafters of the OECD Guidelines, found it 
impossible to define any set of data as universally sensitive.128 Through its 
collection limitation principle,l29 the Expert Group intended that member states 
could limit the processing of especially sensitive data. The traditions and at-
titudes present in each member state determine which data is sensitive,l30 
thereby precluding the need to establish a universal standard. 
2. The Collection Limitation Principle 
Article 5 of the COE Treatyl3l states in part that personal data shall be 
"obtained and processed fairly and lawfully,"132 and that the data shall be 
"adequate, relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which they 
are stored."133 The COE Explanatory Reportl34 reveals that the basis of Article 5 
is similar collection limitation principles of national data protection legislation.135 
Paragraph 7 of the OECD Guidelinesl36 sets forth the collection limitation 
principle: "There should be limits to the collection of personal data and any such 
data should be obtained by lawful and fair means and, where appropriate, with 
the knowledge and consent of the data subject."137 The Expert Group developed 
the knowledge and consent criterion to prevent data collectors from engaging in 
such practices as using hidden tape recorders in gathering personal informa-
tion.138 The "where appropriate" restriction on the collection limitation principle 
applies to those situations in which the Expert Group does not require a data 
collector to obtain the knowledge or consent of an individual before collecting 
information about that individual. Two examples of cases in which the Expert 
124. [d. 
125. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, para. 42. 
126. [d. 
127. [d. 
128. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 51. 
129. See § III. B. 2 infra. 
130. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 51. 
131. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 5(a). 
132. [d. 
133. [d. art. 5(c). 
134. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2. 
135. [d. para. 40. 
136. Guidelines, supra note 24, para. 7. 
137. [d. 
138. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 52. 
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Group fails to require an individual's knowledge or consent are: (1) lawful 
authorities' investigation of criminal activities; and (2) data collectors' updating 
of mailing lists.139 
3. The Information Quality Principle 
The COE Treaty provides that information should be adequate, relevant, 
accurate and, where necessary, up-to-date. 14o Like the collection limitation prin-
ciple, the primary basis of the information quality principle in the COE Treaty 
provision is national data protection legislation.14l Similarly, the Expert Group 
has adopted Justice Kirby's definition of the information quality principle and 
incorporated the same requirements into the data quality principles of the 
OECD Guidelines. 142 The Expert Group concluded that "relevant" data are data 
which relate to the purpose for which they are used. 143 For example, the Expert 
Group would preclude the use of data concerned with opinions for purposes to 
which the opinion bears no relation.144 
4. The Purpose Specification Principle 
The COE Treaty provides that personal data should be "stored for specified 
and legitimate purposes and not used in a way incompatible with those pur-
poses."145 The requirements of the COE Treaty provision which adopt the 
purpose specification principle parallels the standards set forth in national data 
protection legislation.146 
The definition of the purpose specification principle under OECD Guidelines 
is consistent with Justice Kirby's definition.147 The Expert Group outlines the 
following means which facilitate the communication of changes in the purposes 
of data: (1) directly provide such information to the individual; or (2) disclose 
this information through public declarations, legislation or administrative de-
crees.148 
The OECD Guidelines further state that a data collector should not arbitrarily 
create new purposes for collecting personal data and should only make changes 
139. [d. In addition. when collecting data. each agency is required to inform the individual to whom 
the data pertains of the authority which allows it to solicit the information. The agency must also inform 
the person whether the solicitations is voluntary or mandatory. This notice must be on the form which 
the agency uses to collect the information on the individual. See I U.S.C. §§ 552a(e)(I). 552a(3)(A). 
140. Council of Europe, supra note 23. art. 5(c)(d). See § II. B. 3 supra. 
141. Draft Explanatory Report. sufrra note 2. para. 40. 
142. Kirby. supra note 28. at 52. 
143. Guidelines. sufrra note 24. para. 8. 
144. Explanatory Memorandum. supra note 121. para. 53. 
145. Council of Europe. sUfrra note 23. art. 5(b). 
146. Draft Explanatory Report. supra note 2. para. 40. 
147. See text accompanying note 65 sufrra. 
148. Explanatory Memorandum. sUfrra note 121. para. 54. 
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which are compatible with the original purpose of the personal data coliector. 149 
The Expert Grou p suggests that data be destroyed or rendered anonymous once 
they no longer serve a legitimate purpose. 150 The reasoning behind these mea-
sures is that once data are no longer of interest, the data collector can lose control 
over them. This loss of control can lead to risk of theft or unauthorized copying 
of the data. 151 
5. The Disclosure Limitation Principle 
Although the disclosure limitation principle does not appear on the face of 
Article 5(b) of the COE Treaty,i52 upon a careful examination of this provision, 
one may discern the application ofthis principle. Article 5(b) states that personal 
data shall be "stored for specified and legitimate purposes and not used in a way 
incompatible with those purposes."153 The disclosure of personal data without 
the consent of the data subject is incompatible with the legitimate purpose of 
data storage unless this disclosure develops as a result of the authority of law or 
common and routine practice. If data collectors can disclose personal data at 
will, all other data quality and security provisions in the COE Treaty would be 
meaningless. This interpretation of Article 5(b) is consistent with the policy of 
maximum data protection which the COE Treaty consistently applies through-
out its provisions. 154 
The OECD Guidelines contain a use limitations principle which restricts the 
disclosure of personal data without the consent of the data subject or without the 
authority of law. 155 The Expert Group includes unauthorized data transmitted 
from one computer to another in its definition of unauthorized disclosure .156 
The Expert Group envisions two instances in which data collectors may be 
allowed to disclose data. First, disclosure may occur by authority of law. Super-
visory bodies, such as a national data protection board, might grant a license 
permitting such disciosure.157 Also a national legislature might enact a law which 
would ensure that data collected for the purposes of administrative decision 
making is available for research, statistics or social planning. ISS A second instance 
149. Id. 
150. To render data anonymous is to give data a form in which it fails to link the data to an 
individual. 
151. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 54. 
152. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 5(b). 
153. /d. 
154. The COE Treaty has an explicit social justification principle provision, § II. B. 1 supra, an 
explicit collection limitation principle provision, § II. B. 2 supra, an explicit purpose specification 
principle provision, § II. B. 4supra, an explicit security safeguard principle provision, § II. B. 6 infra, an 
explicit openness principle provision, § II. B. 7 infra, an explicit time limitation principle provision, 
§II. B. 8 infra and an explicit individual participation principle, § II. B. 10infra. These provisions are in 
the COE Treaty to ensure the individual maximum data protection. 
155. Guidelines, supra note 24, para. 10. 
156. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 55. 
157. Id. 
158. Id. 
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in which data may be disclosed is when a data subject consents to this disclo-
sure.159 Outside of these two instances the use of personal data should not 
deviate from specified purposes. 
6. The Security Safeguard Principle 
Article 7 of the COE Treaty requires that data collectors take appropriate 
security measures for the protection of personal data in automated data flow 
against accidental or unauthorized destruction, accidental loss and unauthorized 
access, alteration or dissemination. 160 The Explanatory Report of the COE 
Treaty states that the data collectors should adopt the security measures suitable 
to the specific function of the file and the risks involved.161 Data collectors must 
assess the data systems' vulnerability to outsiders, the need to restrict access to the 
information within the organization collecting the data and the requirements 
concerning long-term storage of the data. Data collectors should base the secu-
rity measures for a data system on the current state of the art in the field of data 
security methods and techniques. 162 
The OECD Guidelines have adopted Justice Kirby's definition of the security 
safeguard principle l63 and elaborated on the meaning of the principle in the 
Explanatory Memorandum to the OECD Guidelines. 164 The Expert Group 
divides the security safeguard principle into three components: physical mea-
sures; organizational measures; and informational measures. 165 Examples of 
physical measures to safeguard data include locked doors and identification 
cards.166 Organizational safety measures would include obligations for data 
processing personnel to maintain confidentiality and authority levels with regard 
to access to data.167 Informational measures which relate particularly to com-
puter systems include encipheringl68 and threat monitoringl69 of unusual ac-
tivities. 170 Therefore, in order to comply with this principle, a data collector must 
provide safeguards to the security of the stored data by taking steps in each of 
the three areas. 
159. [d. 
160. Council of Europe. supra note 23. art. 7. 
161. Draft Explanatory Report. supra note 2. para. 44. 
162. [d. 
163. Guidelines. supra note 24. para. 11. 
164. Explanatory Memorandum. supra note 121. para. 56. 
165. [d. 
166. [d. 
167. [d. 
168. Enciphering or encryption is "the process of transforming the data transmitted over the 
communications and microwave links to render it intelligible during transmission." L. KRAUSS & 
A. MAc GAHAN , COMPUTER FRAUD AND COUNTERMEASURES 198-99 (1979). 
169. Computer-generated logs. passwords and authorization tables and editing and valuation pro-
grams are the means for accomplishing threat monitoring. or monitoring of the data systems. [d. at 427. 
170. [d. 
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7. The Openness Principle 
In accordance with the openness principle, the COE Treaty provides that any 
person be able to establish the existence of an automated personal data file .171 A 
person also should be able to discern the main purpose of the file, as well as the 
identity and residence or principal place of business of the controller of the 
file.172 The Explanatory Report emphasizes that in order for these rights to be 
effective, the COE Treaty requires that the controller of every automated record 
clearly indicate his identity.173 Domestic law should require that the controller 
either list his name in a public index or reveal his identity to the data subject 
directly.174 
The OECD Guidelines embody Kirby's openness principle with one exception. 
The Guidelines require that the means to establish the existence, policies, 
purposes and practices of personal data should be not only available but "readilly 
available."175 According to the Expert Group, the term "readily available" means 
that individuals are able to obtain information without unreasonable effort as to 
time, advance knowledge, travel and COSt. 176 The Expert Group views the open-
ness principle as a prerequisite to the Individual Participation Principle.177 In 
order for the Individual Participation Principle to be effective, information on 
storage, collection and use of personal data178 must be accessible. Accessibility to 
such information is a requirement of the openness principle. 
8. The Time Limitation Principle 
Article 5(e) of the COE Treaty states that personal data shall be "preserved in a 
form which permits identification of the data subjects for no longer than is 
required for the purpose for which those data are stored."179 This Article does 
not require the irrevocable separation of data from the name of the person to 
whom they relate after a given length of time. Instead, the Article must render 
the link between the data and the identifiers impossible. 180 
In contrast, the OECD Guidelines do not include a time limitation provision. 
The principle is not discussed in the Explanatory Memorandum. Therefore, it is 
logical to conclude that the time limitation principle is not a major issue in the 
Guidelines. 
171. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 8(a). 
172. [d. 
173. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, para. 45. 
174. [d. 
175. Guidelines, supra note 24, para. 12. 
176. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 57. 
177. See § III. B. 10 infra. 
178. [d. 
179. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 5(e). 
180. Data is "readily linked" to a particular physical person when personal data convey information 
by direct linkage, such as civil registration number, or indirect linkage, such as an address. Explanatory 
Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 41. 
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9. The Accountability Principle 
Although the COE Treaty does not have a provision which specifically adopts 
an accountability princi pie, it does define the term "controller of the file. "181 The 
controller of the file must be an entity capable of deciding the purpose of the 
automated data file and of choosing the categories of personal data for stor-
age. 182 The Explanatory Report further distinguishes the controller of the file, 
who creates the file and decides its use, from the owner and the operator of the 
file. 183 Article 8, the COE Treaty provision which affords remedies to the 
individual, identifies the control of the file. 184 Under Article 8, an individual 
must obtain remedies, such as erasure of incorrect data, from the controller of 
the file. 185 The intent of this COE Treaty provision is to hold the controller of 
the file accountable for violations of national data protection legislation. 
The OECD Guidelines incorporate a specific accountability principle, which 
simply states that "a data controller should be accountable for complying with 
measures which give effect to the principles stated above."186 The Expert Group 
clarifies this definition by explaining that the data controller should always be 
accountable under domestic law for violations of national data protection legisla-
tion.187 The data controller is the individual who decides on and benefits from 
the processing of personal data.188 However, the Guidelines do not preclude 
other parties, such as users of this data, from being held accountable under 
domestic law for violations of national data protection legislation. 189 The Guide-
lines suggest imposing an obligation of confidentiality on all parties entrusted 
with the handling of personal information.190 Likewise, the Guidelines would 
impose legal sanctions against all parties breaching these obligations. 191 
10. The Individual Participation Principle 
The provision of the COE Treaty which adopts the individual participation 
principle encompasses all of Justice Kirby's criteria with the exception that the 
domestic laws of the member countries determine the remedy for a denial of an 
individual request for correction or erasure of personal data. 192 The intent of 
181. Council of Europe. supra note 23, art. 2(d). 
182. [d. 
183. Draft Explanatory Report. supra note 2, para. 32. 
184. Council of Europe. supra note 23. art. 8. 
185. [d. art. 8(c). 
186. Guidelines, supra note 24. para. 14. 
187. Explanatory Memorandum. supra note 121. para. 62. 
188. /d. 
189. [d. 
190. [d. 
191. [d. 
192. S~e Council of Europe. supra note 23. art. 8. 
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the COE Treaty provision is to encompass various formulae by national data 
protection laws. 193 
The OECD Guidelines incorporate Justice Kirby's individual participation 
principle verbatim.194 The Expert Group determined that the data subject's 
right to challenge data relating to him does not imply a choice of the form of 
relief. Domestic laws decide forms of relief, such as amending the data in 
dispute.195 A data subject's right of access should preclude any involvement in 
legal processes. 196 It is the responsibility of the data controller to make this 
information readily available. 197 Intermediate access to data is also appropriate 
in certain situations. For example, a physician can act as an intermediary be-
tween the data controller and the patient by obtaining medical information 
concerning the patient directly from the data controller.19B 
A number of means exist for satisfying the requirement of communicating 
data within a reasonable amount of time. For example, if a data controller 
provides information at regular intervals, he may be exempt from an individual's 
request for data.199 Thus, the right to challenge data relating to an individual is 
broad in scope in that it includes first instance challenges to data controllers as 
well as subsequent challenges to courts, administrative agencies or any other 
institutions specified under domestic law.20o 
B. The Scope of Coverage of the COE Treaty and the OECD Guidelines 
The COE Treaty and the OECD Guidelines apply to both the public and 
private sectors.20I Both agreements contain provisions which define who the data 
collectors and data subjects are and to what types of recording systems the 
agreement applies. The COE Treaty and OECD Guidelines also contain provi-
sions which articulate the types of data which the agreements may exclude. 
1. Data Collectors Covered 
The two international data proposals include government entities which col-
lect personal data, private businesses and individuals in their definition of data 
collectors.202 European national data protection legislation also includes the 
private sector in its scope of coverage,203 while the U.S. Privacy Act applies only 
193. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, para. 47. 
194. Compare Guidelines, supra note 23, para. 13, with § II. B. 10 supra. 
195. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 61. 
196. [d. para. 59. 
197. [d. 
198. /d. 
199. [d. 
200. [d. para. 61. 
201. Guidelines, supra note 24, para. 2; Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 3. 
202. See Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 3; Guidelines, supra note 24, para. 2. 
203. Federal Data Protection Law § I; Data Processing, Files, and Liberties arts. 5, 6; Swedish Data 
Bank Statute §§ I, 2. 
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to the public sector.204 The International agreements recognize that organiza-
tions in both the public and the private sectors can invade the privacy of an 
individual. Therefore, both agreements regulate private entities. However, for 
policy reasons, the U.S. Privacy Act regulates only governmental agencies. This 
difference in the scope of coverage of data collectors could pose problems in the 
future of ratification of the International agreements by the United States. 
2. Data Subjects Covered 
A sharp distinction exists between the data subjects protected under the OECD 
Guidelines and those protected under the COE Treaty. The OECD Guidelines 
concern only identified or identifiable individuals.205 In contrast, the COE 
Treaty provisions cover not only physical persons but also " . . . groups of 
persons, associations, companies, corporations, and any other bodies consisting 
directly or indirectly of individuals, whether or not such bodies possess legal 
personality."206 Therefore, the COE Treaty's privacy protection applies to those 
businesses and corporations in the private sector which presently are the subjects 
of stored identifiable information. This more expansive coverage of data subjects 
ensures greater protection for privacy. However, this increased privacy protec-
tion causes a concomitant decrease in the freedom of data flow. Thus, while the 
COE Treaty stresses privacy, the OECD Guidelines place their emphasis on data 
flow. 
3. Types of Recording Systems Covered 
Although the data subject provision renders the COE Treaty more inclusive 
than the OECD Guidelines since it includes associations as well as legal persons, 
the limited scope of the COE Treaty is evident in that the Treaty only applies to 
systems which use automated data. 207 In contrast, the OECD Guidelines apply to 
any processing of personal data, regardless of the technology employed.20B 
The COE Treaty focuses on the unique privacy problems which automatic 
data processing creates. The term "data protection,"209 as used by the COE 
Treaty and European data protection legislation, demonstrates that the COE 
Treaty and European legislation consider the right to information of more 
204. 1. U.S.C. § 552a(a)(b). 
205. Guidelines, supra note 24, para. 1. 
206. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 3, § 2(a). 
207. Automated data processing includes data processed by computer techniques and other un-
defined "automatic" techniques. Other automatic techniques are not defined because of the rapid 
development of data processing technology. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, para. 31. 
208. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 37. 
209. Hondius distinguishes privacy from data protection. He claims the definition of privacy varies 
from country to country and that privacy in the sense of one's personal affairs does not play an 
important role in the European welfare state. Data processing concerns the protection of personal data 
and that protection can only occur if an individual has a right to inspect the personal data concerning 
himself. See Hondius, supra note 6, at 95. 
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concern than privacy protection. The provisions of the OECD Guidelines indi-
cate that the drafters did not share this view. The OECD Guidelines state: 
Above all, the principles for the protection of privacy and individual 
liberties expressed in the Guidelines are valid for the processing of 
data in general, irrespective of the particular technology employed. 
The Guidelines therefore apply to personal data in general or, more 
precisely, to personal data which, because of the manner in which 
they are processed, or because of their nature or context, pose a 
danger to privacy and individual liberties. 210 
Whereas the COE Treaty includes more data subjects with its coverage than 
the Guidelines include, the Treaty's coverage of data recording systems is more 
narrow than that of the OECD Guidelines. The COE Treaty's emphasis on 
privacy in one regard is offset by the importance it places on the fact that only a 
certain type of recording system fall within its purview, thereby loosening the 
controls on data flow. The OECD Guidelines obtain the same result; the data 
subject provisions emphasize data flow, while the recording system section pro-
vides for greater privacy protection. 
4. Exceptions to the COE Treaty and the OECD Guidelines 
Both the COE Treaty and the OECD Guidelines exclude certain types of data 
from regulation. However, whereas the COE Treaty is a binding proposal,211 the 
OECD Guidelines are voluntary in nature. 212 Consequently, the COE Treaty 
specifically articulates its exceptions, while the OECD Guidelines merely offer 
suggestions. 
Article 9 of the COE Treaty lists those uses of personal data to which the 
protections of this Treaty do not apply.213 The specific list of exceptions avoids 
giving the Convention States a wide latitude in legislating exceptions to the COE 
Treaty.214 These exceptions include using data necessary for the security of the 
signatory state,215 for the monetary interests of the signatories,216 for the sup-
pression of criminal offenses217 and for the protection of the data subject or 
rights and freedoms of others. 218 An exam pie of a use of personal data necessary 
210. Explanatory Memora.ndum, supra note 121. para. 37. 
211. The COE Treaty is an agreement which is binding on its member states. The COE Treaty will 
have the effect of international law when ratified. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 3. 
212. The OECD Guidelines do not have the effect of international law. Rather the provisions in the 
Guidelines are goals for member states to seek to achieve. Explanatory Memorandum. supra note 121. 
para. 30. 
213. Council of Europe. supra note 23, art. 9. 
214. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2. para. 50. 
215. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 9. 
216. Id. 
217. Id. 
218. !d. 
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for the protection ofthe data subject is the release of psychiatric information. 219 
The release of data necessary for the freedom of the press is an example of a use 
of data necessary for the protection of the freedom of others.22o 
The OECD Guidelines begin with two basic premises in the exceptions provi-
sion of Paragraph 4.221 First, uses of personal data to which the OECD Guide-
lines do not apply should be as few as possible. Second, the public should be 
aware of any such uses of personal data. Paragraph 4 lists national security, 
national sovereignty and public policy as areas in which the OECD Guidelines 
may not apply to the processing and use of personal data. However, this list is not 
all inclusive. The Expert Group intended to keep the Guidelines as flexible as 
possible because of its recognition that member countries might apply the Guide-
lines differently to various types of personal data.222 For example, the Expert 
Group noted differences of competing interests might exist in different societies. 
One society may value a physician's right to maintain the confidentiality of 
medical records more than the individual's right to inspect his own medical 
records.223 The Expert Group believed that legitimate differences of opinion 
among nations may also exist in such areas as credit reporting, criminal investi-
gation and banking.224 
C. An Analysis of Transborder Data Flow Provisions 
The COE Treaty and OECD Guidelines have two primary purposes. The first 
purpose is the protection of individual privacy.225 The second purpose is the 
reconciliation of the goal of privacy with the free flow of information.226 Both of 
these purposes recognize that conflicting national data protection legislation can 
lead to restriction in the free flow of information across national borders. 
National data protection laws integrate licensing requirements, supervisory 
boards and sensitive data differently. In light of the need to solve these conflicts 
of laws problems, it is imperative that nations adopt an international agreement. 
The major issue is whether an international agreement should be binding, like 
the COE Treaty, or nonbinding, like the OECD Guidelines. A comparison of 
transborder data flow provisions in various national data protection legislation 
and an analysis of transborder data flow pursuant to the COE Treaty and OECD 
Guidelines supports a proposal calling for an international agreement based on 
the OECD Guidelines. 
219. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, para. 51. 
220. [d. 
221. Guidelines, supra note 24, para. 4. 
222. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 47. 
223. [d. 
224. [d. 
225. Council of Europe, supra note 23, Preamble; Guidelines, supra note 24, Recommendation of the 
Council. 
226. Council of Europe, supra note 23, Preamble; Guidelines, supra note 24, Recommendation of the 
Council. 
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1. National Data Protection Legislation Provisions for Transborder Data 
Flow 
The French data protection law provides that, upon proposal or pursuant to 
the National Commission on Processing and liberties,227 the transmission of 
personal data between French territory and foreign countries may require au-
thorization. 228 While this provision does not require mandatory authorization, 
the restriction of transborder data flow remains a possibility. 
The Swedish Data Act, before its amendment in 1980 required that when the 
possibility of information being used for electronic data processing abroad 
existed, the data collector could only release that information after the Data 
Inspection Board229 granted permission. In eliminating this requirement, the 
amendment placed less of a restriction on the free flow of data from Sweden.230 
2. The COE Treaty v. the OECD Guidelines 
The COE Treaty's transborder data flow provision specifies that a party 
should not prohibit transborder data flow to another party or require special 
authorization for this data transfer for the sole purpose of the protection of 
privacy.231 The drafters of the Treaty reasoned that since all Contracting States 
subscribed to the common core of data protection provisions in the body of the 
COE Treaty, all Contracting States would offer the same general level of data 
protection.232 However, the COE Treaty allows restrictions on transborder data 
flow in two situations. First, a country may prohibit data transmission if the 
receiving party has failed to provide suitable protection for certain categories of 
personal data;233 for example, medical data and information relating to sexual 
behavior or treatment for alcoholism.234 Second, a country may stop the trans-
mission of personal data if a third party is to send the data in order to avoid 
227. The National Commission on Processing and Liberties is an independent administrative body 
composed of seventeen members nominated for five years. Members of the Commission cannot be 
members of the Government, or an employee or stockholder in an enterprise that produces material 
used in data processing or that renders service to data processing. The Commission is responsible for 
seeing that the provisions of the data protection law are respected by informing people of their rights 
and responsibilities under the law and by checking the use of data processing for the handling of 
nominative data. The Commission exercises a regulatory power to enforce the law. Data Processing, 
Files, and Liberties arts. 6-24. 
228. [d. art. 24. 
229. The Data Inspection Board consists of a chairman and eight other members. A register of 
personal data that falls within the coverage of the Swedish Data Act may not be started or continued 
without permission from the Data Inspection Board. Registers which have been established on order of 
King or Parliament are the only exceptions to the requirement of Board permission. Swedish Data Bank 
Statute § 2. 
230. Electronic Engineering Times, Sept. 14, 1981, at 2, col. 2. 
231. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 12(2). 
232. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, para. 57. 
233. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 12(3)(a). 
234. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, para. 58. 
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regulations which would not have allowed the direct transmission of this data to 
the final recipient. 235 
In contrast to the COE Treaty, the OECD Guidelines would be a highly 
desirable model for the development of an international privacy protection 
agreement. This agreement could furnish a basis for legislation in all member 
countries, even though all of these nations might not accept the agreement in its 
entirety. The focus of the OECD Guidelines' transborder flow provision appears 
in Paragraph 18. This provision states that"member countries should avoid 
developing laws, policies and practices in the name of the protection of privacy 
and individual liberties, which would create obstacles to transborder flows of 
personal data that would exceed requirements for such protection."236 
The OECD Guidelines state that member countries should take all necessary 
steps to ensure that transborder flows of personal data are uninterrupted and 
secure.237 Member countries should also refrain from restricting transborder 
flows of personal data between themselves and other member countries, except 
where a country does not observe the Guidelines or where re-export of data 
would circumvent domestic privacy legislation. 238 The Expert Group emphasizes 
that national data protection legislation do not need to be identical in all respects 
in order to offer enough privacy protection to prevent the imposition of restric-
tions on data flow. 239 
The enactment of an international privacy protection treaty, such as the 
OECD Guidelines, would achieve two goals. First, this treaty may promote 
reciprocity among nations. Reciprocity of data protection legislation would occur 
when nations agree to assist each other in the enforcement of each nation's data 
protection requirements.24o Thus, a country with very strict regulations could 
rest assured that other nations, whose regulations are not as strict, would 
nevertheless enforce the tighter standards of the first country. A second possible 
goal which an international data. protection agreement may achieve is 
harmonization. Harmonization results when all nations agree to the same level of 
data protection.241 The goal of harmonization is attainable by coercing some 
nations to adopt rules which they do not fully support or by adopting an 
international code representing the minimum regulation level among the vari-
ous national data protection laws. 242 This latter method does not require com-
235. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 12(3)(b). 
236. Guidelines, supra note 24, para. 18. 
237. Id. para. 16. 
238. Id. 
239. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 17. 
240. Lindop, International Protection of Personal Data, Reciprocity or Harmonization?, in TRANSBORDER 
DATA FLOWS AND THE PROTECTION OF PRIVACY, PROCEEDINGS OF A SYMPOSIUM HELD IN VIENNA, 
AUSTRIA, 20th-23rd SEPT., 1977, OECD 73, at 290 (1979) [hereinafter cited as TRANSBORDER DATA 
FLOWS]. 
241. Id. 
242. /d. at 291. 
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promise among the signatories; however, it provides the lowest degree of inter-
national data protection. 
D. Penalties, Mechanisms and Authorities for Enforcement 
A system of data protection would be meaningless without a method of 
enforcement of the duties imposed by the state on the various participants in the 
system. All of the national legal systems have provisions for enforcement, as do 
the COE Treaty and the OECD Guidelines. 
The COE Treaty states that "each party shall take the necessary measures in its 
domestic law to give effect to the basic principles for data protection set out in 
this chapter."243 The Explanatory Report clarifies this provision by emphasizing 
that these measures must be binding, even though such voluntary means as 
codes of good practice or codes of professional conduct reinforce these mea-
sures. 244 However, the Explanatory Report further states that voluntary mea-
sures are inadequate to ensure full compliance with the COE Treaty.245 
European national data protection legislation also provides examples of bind-
ing enforcement measures. Under the French data protection law, a National 
Commission on Data Processing and Liberties performs the enforcement 
duties.246 The Commission has the responsibility of informing persons con-
cerned of their rights and obligations and of checking the use of data processing 
for the handling of nominative data. The Commission has the regulatory power 
to accomplish these goals.247 The French law also incorporates specific terms of 
imprisonment and fines for specific violations.248 Furthermore, a court may 
order the publication of a violation of the data protection law in one of several 
newspapers at the expense of the convicted persons.249 The purpose of publish-
ing a conviction is to deter potential violators through fear of damage to their 
reputations. 
The German data protection law has very specific and complex enforcement 
procedures. In the public sector, a Federal Commissioner for Data Protection 
exercises control over the observance of the provisions of the data protection 
law.250 In the private sector, where a party processes data for its own use, the 
appointment of an agent for data protection ensures compliance with the data 
protection law.251 The law also requires that each provincial government desig-
243. Council of Europe, supra note 21, art. 4. 
244. Draft Explanatory Report, supra note 2, para. 39. 
245. [d. 
246. See note 227 supra, for a discussion of the National Commission on Data Processing and 
Liberties. 
247. See Data Processing, Files, and Liberties. 
248. The terms of imprisonment range from 6 months to 5 years and the fines from 2,000 to 
2,000,000 francs. (1 franc = II)( as of Apr. 26, 1982). [d. arts. 41-44. 
249. [d. arts. 41, 42. 
250. Federal Data Protection Law § 19. 
251. [d. § 28. 
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nate a supervisory board which investigates individual cases when a concerned 
party substantively shows violations of his rights.252 Persons, corporations, as-
sociations and persons in charge of management must furnish to the supervisory 
boards any requested information.253 This board has the authority to investigate 
and inspect bureau documents, stored personal data and data processing pro-
grams.254 
Under the German data protection law, private parties who process data for 
the use of others must also appoint a data agent and are subject to the scrutiny of 
a supervisory board.255 However, private parties have an additional obligation to 
report on a monthly basis to the supervisory board.256 This report must include 
various details, such as the name of the firm or agency, its business purpose and 
goals, the name of the data agent, the type of personal data stored and the 
recipient and type of transmitted data.257 
The criminal provisions in the German data protection law include imprison-
ment from one to two years and a maximum fine of 50,000 marks for infraction 
ofregulations.258 Unauthorized transmission or authorization and unauthorized 
retrieval or procurement of personal information is punishable by maximum 
imprisonment of one year. If the perpetrator acts for payment with the intent to 
enrich himself or acts to the detriment of another,259 he could face a two year 
sentence. Offenses punishable by fine include intentional or negligent failure to 
notify a person concerned,260 failure to make a full report to a supervisory 
board261 and failure to allow access for investigation of the premises.262 
The OECD Guidelines not only urge implementation of domestic legislation 
but also encourage self-regulation by suggesting codes of conduct. 263 The DE CD 
Guidelines state that countries should "provide for adequate sanctions and 
remedies in case of failures to comply with measures which implement the 
principles .... "264 The Expert Group realizes that the Guidelines will be ineffec-
tive without adequate sanctions for violations of the principles outlined in the 
Guidelines. 
252. [d. § 30. 
253. /d. 
254. [d. 
255. [d. §§ 38, 50. 
256. [d. § 39. 
257. [d. 
258. [d. § 41. (1 mark = 42( as of Apr. 26, 1982). 
259. [d. 
260. /d. § 42. 
261. [d. 
262. [d. 
263. Guidelines, supra note 24, para. 19. 
264. [d. 
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IV. THE ACCEPTABILITY OF A DATA PROTECTION AGREEMENT 
BY THE UNITED STATES 
The United States should accept an international data protection agreement 
because of its dependence on the international flow of information to compete in 
foreign and international markets.265 European nations' adoption of some form 
of international data protection agreement is imminent. 266 If the United States is 
not a party to that agreement, the effect on the free flow of information would be 
disastrous.267 Different standards of the regulation of data flow between the 
United States and Europe would lead to restrictions in data flow and economic 
loss for both the United States and Europe.268 
The most obvious disadvantage of the CaE Treaty for U.S. business is the 
inclusion oflegal persons and businesses as data subjects.269 Other areas, such as 
the inclusion of data collectors in the private sector; may be negotiable,270 but it is 
unlikely that U.S. business would accept an international data protection agree-
ment which includes legal persons and businesses as data subjects. 271 
A. Data Subjects Covered 
Data processing and transmission services have become an integral component 
of U.S. business. The increase in efficiency of coordination and communication 
results in both direct and indirect financial benefits. Larger economies of scale 
create indirect financial benefits. Large enterprises can achieve lower unit costs 
only if an informed management can control and direct these enterprises. 
Clearly, this result requires the transmission, processing and presentation of 
large amounts of data. Data transmission also creates direct financial benefits, 
since this transmission may be the only way to share expensive resources, such as 
computer centers. Many international money transfer services could not exist 
without transnational data transmission.272 Whereas airlines depend upon in-
stantaneous reservations and bookings, banking has become dependent on such 
services as electronic fund transfers.273 Transnational data transmission is also 
265. COMM. ON GoVT. OPERATIONS, INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION FLOW: FORGING A NEW FRAME-
WORK, H.R. Doc. No. 1535, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1980) [hereinafter cited as INTERNATIONAL INFOR-
MATION FLOW]. 
266. The fact that seven European nations signed the COE Treaty demonstrates that the adoption of 
some international data protection agreement is imminent. 
267. The United States is the predominant user of trans border data flows. INTERNATIONAL INFORMA· 
TION FLOW, supra note 265, at 4. 
268. See § IV.A. and B. infra. 
269. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 2(b). 
270. See § I V infra. 
271. See § IV.C. infra. 
272. INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION FLOW, supra note 265, at 25. 
273. Continental Illinois Bank, the seventh largest in the United States, testified that they need to 
have minute-by-minute intelligence from money markets around the world ... to provide fund transfer 
services to customers ... and to gather information about the various aspects of our loan portfolio on a 
worldwide basis. [d. at 24. 
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essential for international coordination and cooperation among the subsidiaries 
of multinational corporations located in different countries. 274 
A large manufacturer with plants located throughout the world is 
harmed when barriers to data transmission limit its ability to com-
municate with various elements of its operations. For example, if 
parts must be transported from their point of origin in country A to 
an assembly plant in country B, effective communication must be 
maintained to ensure that schedules are coordinated and up to the 
minute information on delays and alternative courses of action is 
available.275 
u.s. industry is unlikely to accept the wide scope of the COE Treaty whose 
provisions276 regard legal persons as data subjects.277 For example, assuming 
that the right to access provision of the COE Treaty278 applies to corporations as 
well as individuals, competitors, by exercising their right to access, could deter-
mine the extent of a rival company's information about the corporation and act 
accordingly. As a result, information concerning a competitor's marketing 
strategy could become publicly available. Instead of viewing the right to access 
provision of the COE Treaty as a form of privacy protection, industry might view 
the provision as another instance of counterproductive, excessive regulation. 
The Expert Group of the OECD decided to exclude legal persons or groups of 
persons from its class of protected data subjects for a number of reasons. The 
Expert Group found that the Guidelines reflect the view that "the notions of 
individual integrity and privacy are in many respects particular and should not 
be treated in the same way as the integrity of a group of persons or corporate 
security and confidentiality."279 The Expert Group also debated the extent to 
which members of a particular group need additional protection against the 
dissemination of information relating to that group.280 
Although the OECD Guidelines emphasize the right of privacy for individu-
als,281 these provisions, unlike those of the COE Treaty, do not extend this 
protection to legal persons. 282 This distinguishing feature of the COE Treaty is 
274. Turn, supra note 14, at 76. 
275. INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION FLOW, supra note 265, at 26. 
276. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 3, § 2(a). 
277. A December 1980 report of the United States Committee on Government Operations on 
International Data Flow stresses the concern of U.S. industry with the lack of distinction between the 
rights of individuals and those of legal persons. The report also stresses the growing importance of 
transnational information flow to the productivity of U.S. industry and the effect of data protectIOn 
legislation on that productivity. INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION FLOW, supra note 265, at 20. 
278. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 8. 
279. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 33. 
280. The Expert Group did not feel it was necessary to give groups such as minorities and immi-
grants extra data protection. [d. para. 32. 
281. Explanatory Memorandum, supra note 121, para. 22. 
282. Council of Europe, supra note 23, art. 3. 
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the subject of criticism by international businessmen. The critics contend that the 
COE Treaty imposes economic burdens on business and creates an environment 
of economic protectionism. 283 For these reasons, it is unlikely that the United 
States would be a party to an international data protection agreement which 
included legal persons as data subjects. 
B. The Emphasis on the Free Flow of Information in an International Data Protection 
Agreement 
Restrictions on transborder data flows will occur if an international agreement 
on data protection requires harmonization of national data protection legisla-
tion. The lack of U.S. participation would fragment any international agreement 
and would lead to restrictions of transborder data flows. The majority of multi-
national corporations, in both numerical and dollar amounts, maintain head-
quarters in the United States; these firms are the largest users of international 
data transmissions. Furthermore, the United States is the launching and control 
site for the great majority of communications satellites - thus the United States 
has an interest in and an influence on data transmission matters quite dispropor-
tionate to its population.284 
The fact that the United States would accept a treaty such as the COE Treaty, 
which requires harmonization among nations, is highly unlikely for several 
reasons. First, U.S. corporations will not willingly accept any data communica-
tions provisions that will com promise confidential data. 285 Whereas national data 
protection legislation in Europe regulates the transmission of data, privacy 
protection legislation in the United States regulates data according to whether an 
individual can prove that he has suffered an injury.286 The enforcement 
mechanisms under U.S. law differ from those under European legislation. In the 
United States, an individual may bring a civil suit to enforce compliance with the 
Privacy Act,287 while European enforcement schemes rely on supervisory and 
regulatory authorities. A country such as the United States would be unlikely to 
283. Many countries in Europe may have no concern other than protecting the privacy of per-
sonal data, a concern which neither the American public nor any member of a democratic 
society can fault. But there is the danger, of course, that these new laws will be used not only to 
protect just privacy, but also to protect domestic economic interests. 
Eger, Emerging Restrictions on Transnational Data Flows: Privacy Protection or Non-Tariff Trade Barriers?, 10 
LAw Sc POL'y IN INT'L Bus. 1055, 1066 (1978) [hereinafter cited as Eger]. 
The circle of enterprises adversely affected widens when industrial corporations are included. 
These corporations depend on international telecommunications and data processing. for 
efficient operation. both through the direct use of data communication in internal manage-
ment and through the use of services, such as data base services and banks. dependent on these 
technologies. 
INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION FLOW. supra note 265. at 26. 
284. INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION FLOW, supra note 265, at 4. 
285. See § IV. A. supra. 
286. INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION FLOW, supra note 265, at 40. 
287. I V.S.c. § 552a (g)(I). 
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pass such a specific and comprehensive law as the German Federal Data Protec-
tion Law, especially in light of the German law's comprehensive mechanisms and 
authorities for enforcement.288 Business in the United States is unlikely to 
tolerate such impositions as requiring a data agent or having to report to a 
supervisory authority. In the United States, privacy protection laws have largely 
responded to particular problems, unlike the European system of broad re-
forms, which was designed to ensure generalized protections.289 
The United States will not change the administration of its privacy laws to 
comply with the administrative schemes of European data protection legislation. 
The focus of the legal protection afforded in the American and European 
systems is distinctly different. 
The administrative schemes of the European statutes go to protect-
ing the information maintained in data banks. The statutes seek to 
build a wall around a particular classification of information. U.S. 
law seeks to protect the person, the individual who may be injured by 
misuse of information about him. For that reason, for example, U.S. 
statutes and common law protections are triggered not simply be-
cause information is disclosed but because the particular disclosure 
injures an individual.290 
The differences between the laws of the United States and Europe are both 
administrative and philosophical. The traditional mistrust of government in the 
United States explains its primary concern with government use of personal 
information.291 Historically, U.S. business has resisted all attempts to extend 
federal regulations to the private sector.292 The public mistrust of government 
and the resistance of business to federal regulation of the private sector render 
288. See § III. E. supra. 
289. INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION Fww, supra note 265, at 40. There are three problems with the 
European omnibus approach. First, it presumes that there are abuses when there may be none. The 
application of heavy-handed remedies creates new burdens which did not previously exist. Second, even 
where there are abuses, the omnibus approach often fails to focus on underlying causes, especially in 
the rapidly-changing environment engendered by computers and communications. Finally, there are 
instances when the omnibus approach overlooks substantive abuses because it begins with strong and 
structural biases. Seligman, The Importance of Empirical Research, in TRANSBORDER DATA Fwws, supra 
note 240, at 87. 
Seligman takes examples of these problems from the United States Privacy Protection Study Commis-
sion. The Privacy Protection Committee presumed before it conducted the study that personnel 
information between corporations was probably for frivolous or degrading purposes. It found instead 
that it is in the corporation's best economic interests to have a tightly controlled information exchange 
policy since this enhanced positive employee relationships and reduced turnover. Id. at 89. 
Reduction of the flow of information could have an adverse effect on the employee in that the 
employee could lose mobility since corporations are reluctant to hire or promote someone without 
adequate information. Id. 
290. INTERNATIONAL INFORMATION Fww, supra note 265, at 40. 
291. Id. at 39. 
292. I'IuvACY PROTECTION STUDY, supra note 94, at 17. 
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harmonization of U.S. data protection law with current European data protec-
tion legislation unlikely. 
If the member nations ratify the COE Treaty and its goal of harmonization 
becomes binding on its signatories, U.S. and international business will suffer. 
Modern corporations in the United States and throughout the world depend on 
centralized decision making.293 Multinational corporations regard the satellite 
technology, whose speed makes centralized decision making feasible, to be a 
tremendous advantage. 294 Restrictions on transborder data flows would seriously 
impair the basic operational philosophy of the U.S. multinational corporations, 
since they are so heavily dependent on these flows. 295 
The free flow of data across national borders leads to the efficient use of 
resources and the creation of larger economies of scale.296 The existence of an 
economically costly international agreement requiring harmonization of national 
data protection legislation is not essential in order to achieve individual privacy 
protection. The adoption of the stringent COE Treaty's harmonization standard 
necessarily would result in the nonparticipation of the United States in an 
international data protection agreement. 
C. The Future of International Data Protection 
As discussed previously, the United States appears adamantly opposed to the 
treaty based on COE concepts; in contrast, the OECD Guidelines appear to be 
quite acceptable. The COE Treaty allows governments or others access to corpo-
rate data, and provides administrative enforcement regarded as onerous by U.S. 
corporations. The OECD Guidelines basically ensure data privacy through vol-
untary measures. 
A major United States trade association (CBEMA)297 recently endorsed the 
OECD Guidelines. 298 This endorsement represents a willingness on the part of 
business to accept more stringent data protection guidelines than presently 
required under U.S. law. For example, the Privacy Act299 applies only to the 
public sector while the Guidelines apply to both the public and private sectors.300 
The OECD Guidelines are not legally binding but, if adhered to, would give 
293. R. TURN, TRANS BORDER DATA FLOWS: CONCERNS IN PRIVACY PROTECTION AND FREE FLOW OF 
INFORMATION 206 (1974) [hereinafter cited as TURN, TRANSBORDER DATA FLOWS]. 
294. Simpson, Satellites: Our Secret Space Program, SCI. DIG., Dec. 1981, at 26, 96. The Ford Motor 
Company claims it saved $150 million in design and engineering costs through the use of satellite-linked 
engineering centers in Europe and the United States. This same technology allows Ford "to distribute 
its products worldwide while maintaining centralized decision making in Dearborn, Michigan." Id. 
295. TURN, TRANS BORDER DATA FLOWs,supra note 293, at 206. For a contrary view see Sood, Personal 
Privacy, Can thR MNC's Afford to Reject m, COLUM. J. WORLD Bus., Spring 1979, at 42. 
296. See text accompanying note 275 supra. 
297. Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers' Association. 
298. Electronic Engineering Times, Sept. 14, 1981, at 2, col. 1. 
299. 1 U.S.C. § 552a(a)(b). 
300. Guidelines, supra note 24, art. 2. 
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substantial data protection to the individual while not significantly impeding 
transborder data flow. 
While no proof exists for the necessity of a legally binding document, such as 
the COE Treaty, European countries along with other nations could endorse 
legally binding standards if less stringent measures fail. More flexible standards 
will discourage the existence of "data havens," countries with few or no laws 
restricting the storage, transmission and use of data.30I All standards, require-
ments, reporting procedures and safeguards inevitably raise the cost of data 
transmission and storage. Obviously, if such costs are substantial, which they 
could be under very rigid laws, less expensive data services may arise in areas of 
the world which are free of such regulation. Therefore, loss of data business in 
regulated countries and loss of control of data would occur under these circum-
stances.302 
V. CONCLUSION 
Both the COE Treaty and OECD Guidelines apply to the public and private 
sectors. However, a major difference between the two agreements lies in the 
scope of the coverage of data subjects. The OECD Guidelines apply only to 
individuals, while the COE Treaty covers individuals, associations and corpora-
tions. Furthermore, the OECD Guidelines are broader in scope in one area, 
namely, the types of recording systems covered. Whereas the OECD Guidelines 
apply to both manual and automated systems, the COE Treaty applies only to 
automated systems. Furthermore, the COE Treaty has a provision listing excep-
tions. This listing of specific exceptions a voids giving Convention States latitude 
in legislating exceptions. In contrast, the OECD Guidelines give general 
guidelines regarding possible exceptions, but do not attempt to provide an all 
inclusive list. This flexible approach accounts for the various member countries' 
differences of opinion concerning the relative importance of personal data. 
The OECD Guidelines do not incorporate a social justification principle be-
cause the Expert Group found it impossible to define any set of data as univer-
sally sensitive. In contrast, the COE Treaty lists racial origin, political opinions 
and personal data concerning health or sexual life as sensitive data in a 
nonexhaustive list. The time limitation principle also does not exist in the OECD 
Guidelines, unlike the COE Treaty in which the principle affords extra protec-
tion to the individual. While the OECD Guidelines specifically address the 
disclosure limitation and accountability principles, the COE Treaty requires 
interpretation to discern these principles. 
The COE Treaty and the OECD Guidelines differ greatly in their treatment of 
transborder data flows. The COE Treaty's transborder data flow provision 
emphasizes harmonization of national data protection legislation, while the 
301. Eger, supra note 283. at 1066. 
302. /d. 
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transborder data flow provision in the OECD Guidelines focuses on reciprocity 
in national data protection legislation, ensuring that nations assist each other in 
enforcing different data protection requirements. Although the COE Treaty 
requires binding enforcement measures, the OECD Guidelines refrain from 
im posing such restraints and permit self-regulation of transborder data flow by 
members. 
The United States is unlikely to accept the COE Treaty. U.S. industry would 
not tolerate an international data protection agreement that includes corpora-
tions as data subjects. In addition, the reliance of U.S. industry on transborder 
data flows ensures that the United States will encourage the adoption of an 
agreement which places greater emphasis on the free flow of information than 
the COE Treaty demonstrates. Therefore, the United States would be more 
likely to adopt the OECD Guidelines because they are not legally binding and do 
not require a harmonization of national data protection legislation. 
Participating nations can fashion international data protection agreements 
after either the rigid COE Treaty approach or the more flexible OECD 
Guidelines approach. In deciding which approach to accept, nations must weigh 
the following three factors: (1) the individual privacy protection which an 
agreement affords; (2) the extent of the free flow of information which an 
agreement allows; and (3) the likelihood that the agreement will receive 
worldwide acceptance. Since the support of the United States is an essential 
ingredient for the success of any international data protection agreement, the 
implementation of the OECD Guidelines approach is preferable to that of the 
COE Treaty. Further, the COE Treaty approach would only hinder the free flow 
of information without guaranteeing a higher level of privacy protection. Thus, 
in light of the high economic and social stakes in the regulation of transborder 
data flow, the OECD Guidelines approach is the only acceptable model for an 
international data protection agreement. 
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